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Learning to belong
Educational efforts are being made around the country to enable minorities to feel they belong and to teach majorities that they should value the diversity of Indonesia - Lyn Parker, Raihani and Chang-Yau Hoon

Teaching religious tolerance
Some inspirational efforts are being made to promote inter-religious understanding, but state schools are way behind - Lyn Parker
Vision is not enough
A whole-school effort is needed to realise a vision of multicultural education in an Islamic boarding school - Raihani

Vocational schools for all?
Gender favouritism and religious discrimination cause problems at a vocational school - Najib Kailani

The poetry of Malay multiculturalism
Malay arts are offering multicultural communities new avenues for exploring identity and citizenship - Nick Long

Affirming difference
Elite Christian schools in Indonesia can become places where religious, ethnic and class identities are heightened, particularly in relation to the nation’s ethnic Chinese - Chang-Yau Hoon

Cautiously promoting humanism
A new Chinese school tries to promote ‘universal’ Confucian values - Charlotte Setijadi-Dunn

Educating global citizens?
The privileged are increasingly opting for international schools where students learn the good and the bad of multiculturalism - Danau Tanu

Weekly Articles

A rare view
Review: Barbara Hatley's new book documents a career-long study of, and passion for performance in Central Java - Emma Baulch
Review: A new textbook invites readers to consider a broad concept of ‘Indonesia’ - Andy Fuller

A revolution in the making
Casual designs are not just revolutionising batik culture, they’re also giving batik workers new choices - Amalinda Savirani

‘Only Vespas can unite the archipelago’
A rowdy convention of Vespa enthusiasts shows the solidarity and inventiveness of Indonesian youth - Jenny McCallum

A dance with history
Rasinah’s story, like her career as a masked dancer, was complex and larger than life - Laurie Margot Ross

Stories for today
A contemporary artist brings new life to a moribund Indonesian theatre genre - Margaret Chan

Day without television
Indonesians act on their concerns about the new tele-visual environment - Edwin Jurriens

Containing bird flu
Efforts to control avian influenza need to consider the importance of birds in Indonesians’ lives - Scott Naysmith

Great temptation
Richard Oh's film Koper is a moral allegory of life in today’s Indonesia - Safitri Widagdo

From books to films
Quality literature continues to lose out to how-to manuals and trashy novels - Richard Oh
Indonesians speaking French
Around 7000 Indonesians currently live in New Caledonia as a result of a relatively little-known chapter in the history of Indonesia - Pam Allen

Islamic New Year in West Sumatra
Muharram celebrations in coastal West Sumatra have shaped a tradition that transcends religious borders - Paul H. Mason

Coffee and comedy
A portrayal of village life suggests alternate model of piety in Aceh - Daniel Birchok

Reog Ponorogo
A bilateral spat reignites a unique cultural practice - Lisa Mapson

Muslims in Southeast Asia
Review: This new collection of essays details the ever-changing relationships between Muslims in Southeast Asia, their nations and the Middle East - Elizabeth Collins

My Friend the Fanatic
Review: Dhume’s efforts to understand Islam in Indonesia are coloured by his own anxieties - Greg Fealy
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